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Reflections from your homework?
From two weeks ago…
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SOMEWHAT confident
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VERY confident

Linear (SOLIDLY confident)

How confident overall are you as a trainer? 
How confident are you in the people who train for you? 

Why? 

North Carolina 
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Builders Series
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Network Leadership
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Our series agenda
The Learning and 
Development 
Ecosystem
Build a learning structure that 
responds to how people learn

Effective Workshop 
Design
Design learning experiences 
that build community and 
change practices

Network leadership
Collaborate to expand 
capacity, share power, and 
build diverse community

Instruction That 
Inspires and Motivates
Deliver engaging sessions 
online or in-person

Course page: www.nancybacon.com/nc

Instruction that inspires 
and motivates

Our goal: Deliver engaging sessions online or in-person

Social presence

Priming

Tempo planning

Confounding challenges
Breakout groups

OUTCOMES

Implement steps to increase social connection

Prepare participants to learn before you start

Describe why 87% of powerpoint-based 
presentations are not as effective as we need 
them to be*

Name your next 2 steps in applying what you 
have learned through this series

* Made up statistic. It may be higher. 

Production

Slides

Annotation options

Zoom Orientation
Annotate

Presenter 
view

Switch 
views
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Social presence

Affective association
Emotion connection 
between teacher and 
student

Community 
cohesion
Participants see the 
group as a 
community

Interaction intensity
Level of interaction 
among participants
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How do we foster social presence? 
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What is your favorite 
engagement tool?

Priming: Get people ready to learn

“The practice of pre-suasion 
involves arranging for an audience 
to be sympathetic to your message 
before they encounter it.”
- Robert Cialdini, author of Pre-suasion and Influence

Priming people’s identities

Goals

Identity

Goals

Systems

Identity

Board of a local food bank
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How can you use priming? 

Tempo/emotion planning

Slides: Dual coding
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This is a 
picture 
of a 
sunny 
day.

This is a 
picture of a 
sunny day.

This is a 
picture of a 
sunny day.

Redundant instruction Non-redundant instruction

Slides: Cognitive Overload

Contracted speaker’s slides on budgeting

Nancy’s slides from session 1
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Powerpoint

Add-ins

Power-user

Editable slides

See course page (www.nancybacon.com/nc) for tutorial on editable slides

EFFORTFUL 
RETRIEVAL

People learn more 
if they have to
work to build 

connections and 
draw insights. 

DELIBERATE
PRACTICE 

WITH 
FEEDBACK

The right practice is 
important, as is 

getting feedback 
on your practice. 

Otherwise you 
might continue to 

do things the 
wrong way. 

ACCOUNT-
ABILITY

Workplace learning 
is most effective if 
there is a system 

for accountability, 
most often through 

a management 
hierarchy. 

REFLECTION

Learning requires 
deep, sustaining, 
rigorous thought. 

That means 
slowing time to 
make time for 

reflection.  

SPACING

People learn best if 
they are regularly 

engaged in learning 
over time, forcing 

them to remember. 

Confounding 
Challenges in Adult 

Learning

Zeigarnik Effect:
When we don’t finish 
tasks, we keep thinking 
about them. We yearn for 
completion. 

Side bar
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Breakout Groups

Reflect ways to delivery programs effectively.

• Which one(s) are interesting to you? 

• How would they help you to strengthen your 
workshop goals? 

• What questions do you have?

Training checklist

Equity lens
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Source: https://www.feedbackpanda.com/standing-while-teaching-online/

Production 

3 roles in 
producing an 
online event

Presenter
Trains/facilitates
Content person

Moderator
Bridge between 
participants & 

presenter

Producer
Technology

Waiting room
Engagement tools
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Thoughts
Questions
Reactions

Reflection question
How have you set yourself up– or your speakers– for 
online delivery? 

Survey! 

How will you
bring our
training
checklist into
the flow of
YOUR work?
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